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ABSTRACT

The response of HN4 cells to Porphyromonas gingivalis DNA
By Cheyanne E. Warren, B.S.
A thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Masters of
Science in Biochemistry at Virginia Commonwealth University
Virginia Commonwealth University, 2008
Principal Investigator: Dr. Janina P. Lewis
The Philips Institute of Oral & Craniofacial Molecular Biology
VCU School of Dentistry
Periodontal disease is one of the most common human diseases. Bacteria trigger
the onset and progression of the disease and among them Porphyromonas gingivalis has
been demonstrated to be a major etiologic agent. Although the interaction of the
bacterium with the host is of major importance for the understanding of the disease
mechanisms, both the host as well as the pathogen components involved in the interaction
remain poorly understood. One of the bacterial components capable of eliciting a host
response is unmethylated CpG DNA motifs found in bacteria. Thus, the first aim was to
determine the response of oral epithelial cell line, HN4, to challenge with genomic DNA
derived from P. gingivalis. Microarray analysis revealed that at a level of 2-fold or more,
95 genes were regulated after 6 h, and 33 genes were regulated after 24 h post infection
with P. gingivalis DNA when compared to unchallenged HN4 cells. Furthermore, since
the Toll-like receptor 9 (TLR9) was demonstrated to be critical in generating the innate
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immune response to both bacterial and viral unmethylated CpG DNA in immune cells as
well as some epithelial cell lines, investigation of the expression and localization of this
receptor in HN4 cells was examined. In addition, changes in TLR9 expression and
localization in response to HN4 cells challenged with P. gingivalis DNA was also
investigated.

Our flow cytometry results indicated that the receptor is present

intracellularly but interestingly, is also detected on the cell surface.
Last, shRNA technology was employed to down-regulate TLR9 expression in
HN4 cells. This would provide a useful tool for future studies examining the role of
TLR9 in mediating the host response to genomic DNA derived from P. gingivalis and
other periodontopathogens.

1
INTRODUCTION

A. Pathogenesis of periodontitis
The gingival epithelial layer is the primary barrier and first line of defense against
invading pathogens in the oral cavity. Oral homeostasis is dependent on the delicate
balance between normal oral flora and the host response. When this balance is disrupted,
the epithelial barrier is compromised allowing aggressive pathogens to invade,
accumulate and advance the onset of periodontal disease (Darveau, Tanner et al. 1997;
Hasegawa, Mans et al. 2007). The opposing actions of the host immune responses and
periodontopathogens cause the progression of periodontitis to be episodic possessing both
active and inactive phases of tissue destruction (Andrian, Grenier et al. 2006).
It has been estimated that there are 1x1010 representing over 700 different types of
microorganisms present in the human oral cavity. Most of these organisms are nonpathogenic and an integral component in the maintenance of a healthy immune system.
The effective cooperation between the host’s innate and adaptive immune responses
keeps microbiotica’s growth in check. Together, commensal bacteria and the host defense
system prevent bacterial intrusion into the local tissues through a variety of mechanisms
(Darveau, Tanner et al. 1997; Hasegawa, Mans et al. 2007; Eskan, Benakanakere et al.
2008).
The bacterial communities colonizing the oral cavity are called biofilms, also
known as dental plaque. If the plaque is not removed regularly, it can lead to calculus,
dental caries and gingivitis. Gingivitis is characterized clinically by inflammation and
bleeding of the gingiva surrounding the tooth (Nguyen and Martin 2008). It is known that
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gingivitis is the precursor to chronic periodontitis, however, not all cases of gingivitis
will progress into periodontitis. This is due to the fact that both the accumulation of the
biofilm and a susceptible host are necessary for the progression to periodontitis (Tatakis
and Kumar 2005). Although routine dental maintenance and good oral hygiene can
control and/or prevent the supra-gingival plaque formation, certain factors, which I will
discuss later on, may make a host more susceptible to sub-gingival plaque accumulation
and the onset of periodontitis.
The most severe form of periodontitis affects about 15% of the population making
it one of the most common chronic infectious diseases of humans. Periodontal disease is
characterized clinically by the loss of supportive bone structure in the oral cavity
(Andrian, Grenier et al. 2006). In the United States alone, over 100 million people have
shown measurable periodontal bone loss (Gibson, Yumoto et al. 2006). When the gingiva
around the teeth becomes chronically inflamed, there is connective tissue loss within the
gingival tissue and the alveolar bone leading to bone re-absorption and ultimately, tooth
loss. As the gingival tissue pulls away from the teeth, anaerobic bacteria are able to
accumulate in the sub-gingival region leading to this irreversible condition (White 1997).
There is a great deal of cooperativity between the various bacteria in the dental
plaque biofilm. The initial colonizers of dental plaque are oral streptococci and
actinomyces. Current research indicates that these organisms create an excellent
environment that allows other non-commensal bacteria to colonize the sub-gingival area.
Once these bacteria are established, they can shed from the biofilm and invade the host
epithelial cells. As the sub-gingival plaque levels increase, epithelial cell attachment is
compromised which increases periodontal pocket depth and subsequently allows more
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space for bacterial growth. Some of the most aggressive culprits implicated in the more
severe forms of periodontitis are: Porphyromonas gingivalis (Pg), Aggregatibacter
actinomycetemcomitans, and Fusobacterium nucleatum. Other studies have also
mentioned Treponema denticola, Treponema socranskii, Tannerella forsythia and
Prevotella intermedia as contributors to the disease (Darveau, Tanner et al. 1997; Tatakis
and Kumar 2005; Andrian, Grenier et al. 2006; Boutaga, Savelkoul et al. 2007;
Hasegawa, Mans et al. 2007).
Once formation of the sub-gingival biofilm takes hold, normal homeostasis is
offset by the constant release of bacterial cell surface components (Fig. 1). Gramnegative bacteria in the biofilm have a constant rate of membrane turnover that release
significant amounts of antigens and virulence factors. The release of certain virulence
factors can change in response to the host environment. Components such as
lipopolysaccharide (LPS), lipids, heat shock proteins, fimbriae, extracellular proteolytic
enzymes, outer membrane proteins, leukotoxin, flagellum, and the capsule layer of
certain bacteria are all considered virulence factors that are capable of triggering the
innate host response (Darveau, Tanner et al. 1997; Madianos, Bobetsis et al. 2005;
Tatakis and Kumar 2005). Biofilms also create environmental changes that facilitate
bacterial acid tolerance, antimicrobial resistance, regulation of gene expression, and the
transfer of genetic information that is conducive to bacterial colonization and survival
(Tatakis and Kumar 2005).
As shown in Figure 1, bacterial challenge of host epithelial cells can elicit a
variety of host responses. Bacteria and/or its components bind to host receptors such as
TLRs thus triggering the immune response. After bacterial infection, epithelial cells have
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Figure 1. Gingival cell responses to bacteria. This figure was adapted from (Dale 2002).
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the capacity to secret a wide range of pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-1β, IL-6,
and TNF-α (Lubin, Segal et al. 2003). In addition, they can release chemokines such as
IL-8 and monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 (MCP-1). IL-1β activates vascular
endothelium and lymphocytes, causes local tissue destruction, and increases access of
effector cells. IL-6 causes lymphocyte activation and increased antibody production.
TNF-α is an inducer of a local inflammatory response that helps to contain infections.
The chemokines IL-8 is also involved in the local inflammatory response helping to
attract neutrophils, basophils and T-cell to the infection site (Janeway, Travers et al.
2005). Specifically, upon activation of inflammatory stimuli, neutrophils and recruited,
the bone marrow releases phagocytic monocytes, which then migrate to the inflamed
tissue. This process is necessary for host survival, (Wick 2007) but can also lead to tissue
destruction through the over-activation of the immune response (Fig. 2).
Recent studies have shown that conditions/habits/diseases including stress,
smoking, puberty, pregnancy, age, Down’s syndrome, leukemia, immune deficiencies,
diabetes mellitus, vitamin C deficiency and drugs that lead to gingival enlargement could
all contribute to the progression of the disease. More specific evidence suggests that
genetic polymorphisms found in the IL-1 gene cluster may cause host susceptibility to
gingivitis (Tatakis and Kumar 2005) and a polymorphism in Toll-like receptor 4 has been
shown to render C3H/HeJ mice resistant to bacterial lipopolysaccharide (Dale 2002).
It has been well established that periodontal disease leads to gingival recession,
tooth loss and chronic infection; however, conflicting studies continue to debate over the
causative relationship between periodontal disease and coronary heart disease as well as
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Figure 2. Host response to P. gingivalis in the oral cavity adapted from (Kinane, Galicia
et al. 2008). This figure depicts how P. gingivalis sheds from the biofilm and invades
host cells eliciting a variety of responses. The progression to a disease state depends not
only on the composition of invasive bacteria in the biofilm, but how the host mediates a
response.
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preterm and low birth weight infants (Andrian, Grenier et al. 2006; Bahekar, Singh et al.
2007; Siqueira, Cota et al. 2007; Gibson, Ukai et al. 2008; Vettore, Leal et al. 2008).

B. Mechanisms of the host response
As mentioned earlier, the progression from health to disease depends not only on
the type of bacteria present in the oral cavity but largely on the ability of the host to signal
an appropriate response. One of the main mechanisms by which the host responds to
bacterial virulence factors is through a variety of pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) that
recognize specific pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) also sometimes
referred to as microbe- associated molecular patterns (MAMPs) (Madianos, Bobetsis et al.
2005; Kinane, Galicia et al. 2008).
Toll-like receptors are a type of PRR that are membrane bound (either extracellular or
intracellular) and play a key role in the induction of the innate immune response as well as
instructing development of the adaptive immune response (Takeda and Akira 2005). The
activation of TLRs results in potent stimulation of the NF-κB pathway that triggers
inflammatory and immune processes. This results in induction of chemokines, cytokines,
destructive enzymes, and antimicrobial peptides which recruit inflammatory cells to the
infected sites (Azuma 2006; Milward, Chapple et al. 2007). The inflammatory response that
is initiated is intended to eliminate the microbial challenge but can also lead to tissue damage
(Liew, Xu et al. 2005; Madianos, Bobetsis et al. 2005). Therefore, it is important that
differential activation of specific TLRs and the constitutive interactions of TLRs with
commensal bacteria is tightly regulated in order to maintain host homeostasis (Azuma
2006). The over-activation of TLRs or dysregulation of endogenous TLR-signaling
inhibitory processes could be responsible for a variety of disease states including chronic
inflammation as seen in periodontal disease (Liew, Xu et al. 2005). The other key
component of the host response depends on the type of bacterial virulence factors present.
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Both gram-positive and gram-negative have bacterial components capable of stimulating
the host response.

These virulence factors are responsible for pathogen adherence,

invasion, and eventually inhibition or induction of apoptosis. Bacterial enzymes called
proteases aid in bacterial host cell invasion. A key member of the protease family are
gingipains which are both secreted and attached to thesurface of P. gingivalis and can
interfere with host defense proteins as well as allow bacterial adherence and invasion. In
addition, bacteria can possess fimbriae, which can mediate adherence and colonization,
thus altering their invasive efficiency. Other regulatory components are bacterial toxins.
Exotoxins can alter the actin cytoskeleton causing bacterial invasion as well as cell
death/survival. Bacterial endotoxins, present only in gram-negative bacteria, are potent
activators of the host complement pathway signaling the inflammatory response (Kinane,
Galicia et al. 2008). Finally, unmethylated CpG DNA oligonucleotides that are the focus
of this study, are another bacterial component which can elicit a host response (Kinane,
Galicia et al. 2008).

C. Epithelial cells and the host response
The epithelial cell layer is the primary interface between the host and the external
environment and is the initial physical barrier that pathogenic microbes encounter
(Kinane, Galicia et al. 2008). It was once thought to function as a passive barrier allowing
the influx and efflux of ions and molecules as well as providing protection from bacteria.
More recently, epithelial cells have proven to provide the dynamic link between bacterial
invasion and signaling the host response (Fig. 2). Thus, these cells indeed are active
participants of the innate immunity (Dale 2002; Kinane, Galicia et al. 2008).
The stimulation of epithelial cells by periodontopathogens is known to activate
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several signal transduction cascades such as NF-κB, JNK, p38 MAP kinase (Huang,
Zhang et al. 2004), JAK/Stat, PI3K/Akt, and the Bcl-2 pathways (Kinane, Galicia et al.
2008). As previously mentioned, the NF-κB pathway is central to the pathogenicity of
periodontal organisms. More specifically, NF-κB is the collective name for inducible
dimeric transcription factors composed of members of the Rel family of DNA-binding
proteins that recognize a common sequence motif (Viatour, Merville et al. 2005). It is said
to be the main transcriptional regulator of the immune system in mammals and is
activated in immune system cells in response to infection, inflammation, and a number of
other stressful conditions. In addition, it may also be activated by inflammatory cytokines
such as TNF-α and IL-1 (Karin and Ben-Neriah 2000). At rest, the NF-κB complex is
composed of the heterodimer formed between subunits p50 and p65 and is sequestered in
the cytosol by the binding of the inhibitor I-κBα. The direct binding of this inhibitor
masks the nuclear-localization signals preventing the translocation of NF-κB to the
nucleus where it then can activate the transcription of a multitude of target genes. Under
conditions of cellular stress, a protein kinase complex named I-κB kinase causes the
phosphorylation of the cytosolic NF-κB complex, allowing the subsequent ubiquitination
by E3, which then facilitates the proteasomal degradation of I-κBα. This then exposes the
nuclear-localization signal on NF-κB and it is translocated into the nucleus. NF-κB
signaling is turned off by a negative feedback system and is then translocated back to the
cytosol to avoid over-activation. The NF-κB pathway can cause the transcription of more
than 200 genes (Pereira and Oakley 2007). These genes can encode cytokines and
chemokines that attract other immune-system cells and fibroblasts to sites of infection.
This pathway is also responsible for the stimulation of an inducible isoform of the
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enzyme that produces nitric oxide, otherwise known as iNOS and toxic to bacterial cells.
It also promotes expression of receptor proteins that enable neutrophils to migrate from
the blood into the underlying tissue to respond to the injured tissue (Lodish, Berk et al.
2003). In addition, recent findings have demonstrated a significantly increased activity of
the localization of the p50 and p65 transcription factor components of the NF-κB
complex beneath periodontal lesions (Ambili, Santhi et al. 2005). Lastly, elevated levels
of NF-κB activity have been determined to be involved in the pathogenesis of several
chronic inflammatory diseases such as atherosclerosis and type 2 diabetes, which are
associated with periodontitis (Milward, Chapple et al. 2007).
In the oral mucosa, epithelial cells are stratified squamous cells grouped in layers
called “strata” (Kinane, Galicia et al. 2008). They do not function as individual units but
rather are only effective as a protective barrier when they form an intact surface of
intercellular junctions called the apical-junctional complex (AJC). The components of the
AJC are targets for many invading pathogens including P.gingivalis.
There are three distinct components of the gingival epithelium: the oral, sulcular and
junctional epithelia. The periodontal pockets that form during the disease are due to the
conversion of the junctional and the sulcular epithelium to a pocket epithelium (Andrian,
Grenier et al. 2006). Oral gingival epithelium is keratinized whereas sulcular and
junctional epithelium are not. The sulcular epithelium extends from the oral epithelium to
the gingival sulcus facing the teeth. The junctional epithelium mediates the attachment of
teeth to gingiva. The sulcular and the coronal margins of the junctional epithelium are in
close contact with bacteria in the gingival sulcus and appear to be crucial sites with regard to
the development of periodontal diseases (Kusumoto, Hirano et al. 2004; Andrian, Grenier et
al. 2006).
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Invasive periodontal pathogens have found a way to exploit the protective defense
mechanisms of epithelial cells resulting in the disruption of tissue homeostasis and loss of
structural and functional integrity (Andrian, Grenier et al. 2006). As mentioned, these
pathogens secrete proteases that cause the degradation of the components in the AJC
(Vogelmann, Amieva et al. 2003; McCormick 2006). Epithelial cells in return are
constantly secreting anti-microbial proteins in response to microbial challenge such as
neutrophil defensins, beta defensins, peptidoglycan recognition proteins (PGRPs),
lysozyme, BPI, BPI-like proteins, histatins, proline-rich proteins, cathelicidin LL-37,
cystatins, mucins and secretory leukoproteinase inhibitors (SLPI) (Kinane, Galicia et al.
2008). These peptides act directly on invading pathogens as well as signaling to immature
dendritic cells, macrophages, and T-cells, which then further up-regulate epithelial cell
responses and provide a link between the innate and adaptive immune systems. In addition,
these peptides can cause membrane permeabilization, cell wall degradation and bacterial
oxidation just to name a few (Dale 2003; Kinane, Galicia et al. 2008). They also secrete
cytokines such as TNF-α, IL-1 (interleukin-1), IL-6 and the chemokine IL-8. (Ansai,
Yamamoto et al. 2002; Andrian, Grenier et al. 2006), which are pro-inflammatory mediators
that alert other immune cells and attract neutrophils (Dale 2003). Overall, this secretory pool
is not only part of the host protection and defense, but as described above, the over or under
expression of these key peptides has been implicated in the development of oral diseases
and could prove to be a diagnostic tool (Kinane, Galicia et al. 2008).

D. Epithelial cell responses to P. gingivalis infection
P. gingivalis has been found on soft tissue of the oral cavity. The greatest density of
this periodontopathogen has been found on the dorsum of the tongue, followed by the
attached gingival, lateral surfaces of the tongue, buccal mucosa and labial vestibules
(Sachdeo, Haffajee et al. 2008). P. gingivalis invades the epithelial cells by signaling
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rearrangement of the actin cytoskeleton, resulting in its uptake (Vallance and Finlay 2000;
Dale 2002). Morphological changes have been observed in gingival epithelial cells when P.
gingivalis has been internalized. Studies have shown that cell rounding and detachment
from the substratum occurs (Belton, Izutsu et al. 1999) while maintaining cell integrity and
escaping apoptosis for several days (Nakhjiri, Park et al. 2001). These morphological
changes can be attributed to the gingipains from P. gingivalis (Johannsson and Kalfas
1998). Some additional functions of P. gingivalis proteases are listed in Table 1 and
include: vascular permeability, blood clotting, complement inactivation, hemagglutination,
binding to eukaryotic cells, binding to gram-positive bacteria, matrix metalloprotease
(MMP) production and activation, platelet aggregation, cytokine regulation, antibody
degradation, cytokine receptor alterations, attenuation of neutrophil activity as well as the
release of syndecan-1 and the degradation of N&VE-cadherin from the gingival epithelial
cell surface (Kuramitsu 1998; Chen, Casiano et al. 2001; Sheets, Potempa et al. 2005;
Andrian,

Grenier

et

al.

2006).
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Table 1. Functions of P. gingivalis proteases (Lamont and Jenkinson 1998).
Impairment of tissue
integrity
Degradation of MMPS
(fibronectin, laminin)
Hydrolysis of collagens
I, III, IV, V
Degradation of
fibrinogen
Inactivation of tissue
and plasma proteases
Activation of MMPs
and the kallikrein/kinin
cascade

Perturbation of Host
Defenses
Degradation of
immunogloblins
Inactivation or activation
of complement
components
Destruction of cytokines
and chemokines
Cleavage of leukocyte
surface receptors
Degradation of
antimicrobial peptides

Bacterial Function
Release of hemin and iron from
host proteins
Exposure of host and bacterial
cryptitopes
Posttranslational processing of
proteases, fimbrillin, and outer
membrane proteins
Involvement in intracellular
invasion
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The invasion of P. gingivalis is not as efficient in transformed cells as it is in
primary cell cultures due to possible changes in the expression of cell surface receptors or
intracellular signaling pathways. Once P. gingivalis attaches to the epithelial tissue,
membrane invaginations form, internalizing the bacteria and subsequently disrupting a
variety of cellular pathways (Lamont and Jenkinson 1998). For example; P. gingivalis LPS
has been shown to potentiate syndecan-1 shedding from the HGEC surface by
manipulating host shedding signaling pathways and along with fimbriae, up-regulate IL-1β,
IL-6, IL-8, TNF-α, and monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 (MCP-1) (Andrian, Grenier et
al. 2006). P. gingivalis can cause a transient increase in cytosolic [Ca2 +], prevent
camphotecin-mediated apoptosis of epithelial cells, up-regulate expression of the antiapoptotic molecule Bcl-2, and down-regulate pro-apoptotic molecule Bax expression
sites (Andrian, Grenier et al. 2006). On the contrary, the cleavage of β1-integrin, the upregulation of FasL, and activation of the caspase cascade may be involved in the
induction of apoptosis (Andrian, Grenier et al. 2006; Brozovic, Sahoo et al. 2006;
Yilmaz, Verbeke et al. 2006).
Studies have shown that DNA derived from both gram-positive and gramnegative bacteria are potent stimulators for the release of several inflammatory cytokines
both in vivo and in vitro. DNA from P. gingivalis has been shown to induce cytokines
such as IL-1, 6, 8, TNF-α, ICAM-1 and macrophage inhibitory protein 2 in fibroblasts
and gingival epithelial cells (Takeshita, Imai et al. 1999; Huang, Kim et al. 2000;
Andrian, Grenier et al. 2006). Some studies indicate that P. gingivalis down-regulates IL8 and ICAM-1 possibly leading to a delay in the innate immune response (Darveau,
Tanner et al. 1997; Huang, Kim et al. 2000; Madianos, Bobetsis et al. 2005; Andrian,
Grenier et al. 2006). This would suggest that the mechanism P. gingivalis employs to
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invade the surrounding epithelial tissue has yet to be determined. Additional conflicting
results involve findings from long-term exposure to P. gingivalis that could be
responsible for the down-regulation of certain inflammatory cytokines (Nakhjiri, Park et
al. 2001; Andrian, Grenier et al. 2006). What the exact role of P. gingivalis DNA in all of
the processes remains to be determined.

E. Epithelial cells and pattern recognition receptors
Epithelial cells are known to possess a variety of pattern recognition receptors (PRRs). In
addition to the previously mentioned TLRs, another family of PRR receptors known as
nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain (NOD) receptors that are present in the
cytoplasm of the cell have also been demonstrated to be present in oral epithelial cells
(Takeda and Akira 2005; Sugawara, Uehara et al. 2006; Trinchieri and Sher 2007). Toll-like
receptors were discovered in the mid 20th century and mammalian TLRs compromise a
family of at least 13 members. Of those 13 members, TLR 1-9 are conserved between the
human and mouse (Chen, Huang et al. 2007). There are two domains: an ectodomain of
leucine-rich repeats (LRRs) involved in ligand binding and a cytoplasmic Toll/interleukin-1
(IL-1) receptor (TIR) domain that interacts with TIR-domain-containing adaptor molecules
(Medzhitov 2001; Akira and Takeda 2004; Takeda and Akira 2005; Trinchieri and Sher
2007). These receptors form dimers and are characterized and distinguished by the different
ligands they bind. It has been demonstrated many times that these receptors will show
cooperativity with other TLRs and PRRs in order to increase or attenuate the innate immune
response through nuclear factor-κB (NF-κB) signaling. They can do this through
cooperation based on simultaneous activation of several receptors, heterodimerization, and
by the synergistic effect of co-activation of other PRRs. For example, it has been shown
that the ligand for TLR2 (bacterial peptidoglycan) is degraded into compounds that can
activate NOD receptors. This allows amplification of the host response not only by a single
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pathogen, but a single component of a pathogen (Trinchieri and Sher 2007). The signaling
cascade initiated by TLRs involves a family of five adaptor proteins: MyD88, MAL, TRIF,
TRAM, and SARM. They couple to downstream protein kinases which ultimately lead to
the activation of transcription factors (Akira, Yamamoto et al. 2003; O'Neill and Bowie
2007). It has been demonstrated using MyD88-deficient mice that this adaptor protein is
essential for the production of inflammatory cytokines (Azuma 2006). Both gram-positive
and gram-negative bacteria possess components that are known TLR ligands (Fig. 3). In
addition to bacteria, viruses, fungi and protozoa can also activate TLRs. A typical
component of the outer membrane of gram-negative bacteria is LPS. TLR4 is typically
thought of as the LPS receptor, however, it has been shown that when responding to P.
gingivalis LPS, TLR2 not TLR4 is activated. In addition, TLR2 is activated by
lipoprotein, lipoteichoic acid and peptidoglycan. TLR3 recognizes double-stranded RNA
(dsRNA), a molecular pattern associated with viral infection. TLR7/8 are also considered
viral responders and they recognize GU-rich short single-stranded RNA as well as small
synthetic molecules such as imidazoquinolines and nucleoside analogues. TLR5 responds
to flagellin, and TLR9 responds to unmethylated CpG oligonucleotides (ODNs) (Akira
and Takeda 2004; Takeda and Akira 2005; Latz, Verma et al. 2007). Interestingly, TLRs
seem not to sense only microbial-derived ligands, but
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Figure 3. TLR-ligand interactions and major signaling pathway (adapted from Akira et al,
2005).
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self-ligands as well. These observations give support to the notion that the innate immune
system could be triggered not only by microbes, but also by so-called “danger signals”
originating from host cells undergoing cell death (Magalhaes, Tattoli et al. 2007). As
mentioned above, over-activation of TLR signaling can lead to many diseases and
chronic inflammation. Regulation of this response occurs at as many as five levels.
During acute bacterial infection, extracellular soluble TLRs are produced in the blood
and tissues and function as decoy receptors binding the bacterial ligands before they bind
to membrane bound TLRs. Once the signaling cascade has been initiated, intracellular
regulators like MyD88s (the short form of MyD88), IRAKM, SOCS1, NOD2, PI3K,
TOLLIP, SIGIRR,TRAILR, TRIAD3A and many others depending on the cell, are wellknown negative regulators or TLR signaling. In addition, membrane-bound suppressors,
degradation of TLRs and TLR-induced apoptosis are all ways that the MyD88-dependent
pathway may be regulated (Liew, Xu et al. 2005).
Both up-regulation and attenuation of TLRs activating or inhibiting the innate
immune response have been demonstrated in response to exposure to various grampositive and gram-negative bacterial components as well as to DNA, RNA, viruses, fungi
and protozoa (Chen, Huang et al. 2007). In order for the host to avoid detrimental and
inappropriate inflammatory responses, homeostasis must be maintained between
activation and inhibition of TLRs. Several mechanisms have been proposed and
investigated when it comes to TLR signaling regulation. One of these mechanisms may
be through the interaction of soluble decoy TLRs that could block the interaction between
specific TLRs and co-receptor complexes. Other proposed methods might be intracellular
negative regulators inhibiting interactions in the downstream signaling pathway,
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reduction in TLR expression through ubiquitination or inhibition of TLR expression by
anti-inflammatory cytokines, transmembrane protein regulators, and regulation by
apoptosis. For example, the interaction of TLR2 with microbial agonists triggered
apoptosis in macrophages and epithelial cells through the MyD88 death domain (Liew,
Xu et al. 2005). Another study showed that oral epithelial cells did not secrete cytokines
upon stimulation with bacterial components (Sugawara, Uehara et al. 2006; Uehara,
Fujimoto et al. 2007). This led to the hypothesis that oral epithelial cells may become
partially desensitized to avoid tissue destruction by excessive innate immune responses
due to constant exposure to bacteria in the oral cavity (Sugawara, Uehara et al. 2006).
The identification of TLR negative regulators may be another key component in how
bacterial infection mediates inflammation leading to periodontal disease (Liew, Xu et al.
2005).

F. TLR9 and CpG DNA
Like the other TLRs, TLR9 is a transmembrane receptor with an extracellular
domain consisting of a signal peptide, several LRRs, and a cysteine-rich domain
(Kumagai, Takeuchi et al. 2007). The cytoplasmic component has a Toll/interleukin-1
receptor homology (TIR) domain and it is a MyD88 dependent receptor (Chuang, Lee et
al. 2002). The ligands that have been demonstrated to activate TLR9 are: DNA with
certain structural characteristics and unmethylated CpG motifs which are found in viral
and bacterial DNA in concentrations that are 20-fold higher then what is observed in
eukaryotic DNA which contain mostly methylated CpG motifs (Ewaschuk, Backer et al.
2007; Kumagai, Takeuchi et al. 2007). Studies have shown that the higher the CG
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contents of these oligonucleotides, the stronger the ability to stimulate TLR9
(Nonnenmacher, Dalpke et al. 2003; Takeda and Akira 2005; Dalpke, Frank et al. 2006;
Krieg 2007). In addition, the inversion of CpG ODNs does not prevent binding but
abrogates the stimulation of the TLR9 signaling pathway (Anders, Banas et al. 2003;
Takeshita, Gursel et al. 2003). When TLR9 is stimulated by its ligands, it activates
various transcription factors including NF-κB and activator protein-1 (AP-1) (Kumagai,
Takeuchi et al. 2007). When activated, the signaling events triggered by TLR9 induces a
stronger interleukin-12 family (IL-12) response than other TLR ligands (Nonnenmacher,
Dalpke et al. 2003). The IL-12 family of cytokines plays an agonistic role in initiating the
immune response (Cooper, Solache et al. 2007).
Toll-like receptor 9 has been found to be expressed both intracellularly on the
endoplasmic reticulum (ER) (Latz, Schoenemeyer et al. 2004) and extracellularly in the
plasma membrane (Ewaschuk, Backer et al. 2007). Although most studies report TLR9 is
more if not solely prevalent intracellularly, it has been observed that small amounts of
TLR9 are found on the cell surface after stimulation with CpG DNA (Latz,
Schoenemeyer et al. 2004; Ewaschuk, Backer et al. 2007). Previous studies have
proposed a mechanism for TLR9 trafficking that is initiated by bacterial DNA uptake.
Some studies suggest that the ER fuses with sites of microbial cell entry such as the
plasma membrane and the lysosomal compartment. This allows TLR9 to recognize and
interact with the CpG DNA. TLR9 induces both the innate and adaptive immune
response (Krieg 2007). Other notable investigations involving TLR9 have been the
response of TLR9 ligand binding under different pH conditions. One study revealed that
the receptor-ligand interaction occurs at the acidic pH between 4.5-6.5 which is found in
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endosomes and lysosomes. The same study also reported that changes in the CpG core
motif flanking regions influenced binding and NF-κB activation (Rutz, Metzger et al.
2004). It is known that genomic DNA from bacteria contains many CpG motifs and upon
exposure, can affect the local inflammatory response contributing to bacterial immunity
(Taubman, Han et al. 2007). In addition to CpG ODNs being immunostimulatory, they
can induce strong immune suppression depending on the anatomical location
(Wingender, Garbi et al. 2006). A recent study indicated that P. gingivalis DNA reduced
the immune response to glucosyltransferase (GTF), an enzyme involved in dental caries
pathogenesis, in a rat model. It was also found that P. gingivalis DNA up-regulated
suppressors of cytokine signaling (SOCS) proteins through activation of the TLR
pathway. As a result, cytokine signaling was inhibited causing a down-regulation of the
inflammatory response. It is not yet known if SOCS proteins are capable of directly
blocking TLR signaling, however, TLR activation and subsequent cytokine signaling is
required in order to induce SOCS protein synthesis. This family of proteins acts as
negative feedback regulators causing a diminished host immune response (Taubman, Han
et al. 2007).

G. Porphyromonas gingivalis W83
Porphyromonas gingivalis is a gram-negative, anaerobic, asaccharolytic, gramnegative coccobacillusbacterium (Lamont and Jenkinson 1998). P. gingivalis W83 was
chosen for this study because it is known to be a virulent strain (Lewis and Macrina
1999). The strain W83 was isolated in the 1950’s by H. Werner (Bonn, Germany) from an
undocumented human oral infection (Nelson, Fleischmann et al. 2003). As mentioned
above, P. gingivalis has been implicated as a major etiologic agent in the development and
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progression of chronic periodontitis (Lamont and Jenkinson 1998). In addition, the ability
to invade host cells and to adapt and survive in various host conditions influencing the host
response is why P. gingivalis was chosen as our primary periodontopathogen to investigate.

H.

Research objectives
It is clear that contradictory results exist regarding the response of epithelial cells

to P. gingivalis. In addition, the investigation of the P. gingivalis components involved in
triggering the epithelial cell response has been rudimentary. Thus, our study has focused
on determination of the epithelial cell response to P. gingivalis. Furthermore, we
investigated the role of a single bacterial factor, DNA, in modulating the host response.
To gain a very comprehensive understanding of the response, we employed whole
genome microarray analysis in our study. We then examined the host factors mediating
the host response to P. gingivalis DNA. The following specific aims were addressed in
our study:

Aim 1. Determination of the response of gingival epithelial cell line, HN4, to challenge
with P. gingivalis and with genomic DNA derived from P. gingivalis.

Aim 2. Characterization of TLR9 expression in HN4 cells.
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This large-scale analysis of gene expression will contribute to a better
understanding of oral epithelial cell responses to bacterial DNA, specifically, of the
virulent periodontopathogen P. gingivalis W83. Many studies have focused on specific
well-characterized pro-inflammatory mediators in immune cells, however, the role of the
TLR-NF-κB pathway, although critical in immune cells, is not well known in epithelial
cells. As the epithelial cells are the first line of host-pathogen contact and the site where
bacterial invasion is initiated, they should be more closely examined. We believe they
should also be included in the investigation of the host factors playing a role in the
response to bacterial infection. Due to the contradictory results derived from different
oral epithelial cell lines, characterization of the response in a well-defined epithelial cell
line, HN4, as well as examination of gene expression on a global scale by a single
bacterial component, will provide an important contribution to the clarification of the
host response. The outcome of this examination could potentially identify new targets for
therapeutic intervention or more importantly, prevention of periodontitis.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Cell culture
The primary cell line used in this study was HN4. These are cells derived from primary
human squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) of the tongue provided by Dr. Andrew Yeudall’s
laboratory (Table 2) (Cardinali, Pietraszkiewicz et al. 1995; Miyazaki, Patel et al. 2006).
This cell line was grown in HN4 medium composed of DMEM media GIBCO Invitrogen
(Carlsbad, CA) with 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (FBS), penicillin 100U/mL
streptomycian 100µg/mL, 2.5µg/mL fungizone, 10mM HEPES buffer, 1mM sodium
pyruvate, 2mM L-glutamine in an atmosphere of 90% air/10% CO2 at 37°C. Cells were
grown on 10cm tissue culture plates with 10mL of cell medium. The monocytic cell line,
THP-1 from American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) catalog #TIB-202 (Manassas,
VA) (Table 2) was grown in THP-1 medium consisting of RPMI media GIBCO
Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA) with 0.05mM of 2ME (Beta-mercaptaethanol) 50mL of 10%
heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (FBS), 10mM HEPES buffer, penicillin 100 U/mL
streptomycian 100µg/mL, 2.5µg/mL fungizone in a flask in an atmosphere of 90%
air/10% CO2 at 37°C. All mutant HN4 cells, (TLR9 Knock-down), were maintained in
normal HN4 medium with 1µg/mL puromycin added. Adherent cells were expanded by
washing with 4-6mLs of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and then incubated with 0.1%
Trypsin for 12 minutes at 37°C. Cells were then removed from the plate into 50mL tubes
and centrifuged at 1100rpm for 4 minutes at 4°C. The supernatant was then poured off
and discarded and the cell pellet was re-suspended and counted. Cells were then re-plated
on 10cm tissue culture plates at a confluence of 2X106.
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Table 2. Host and Bacterial Cells used in this study
Cells
HN4

Description
Human SCC cells derived from
the tongue

THP-1

Human monocytic leukemia cell
line
EC100 Chemically Competent E.
coli

E.coli

P.
gingivalis
P.
intermedia
E. coli

Strain 17

Reference
(Cardinali,
Pietraszkiewicz et al.
1995; Miyazaki, Patel
et al. 2006)
ATCC catalog #TIB202 (Manassas, VA)
Epicentre
Biotechnologies
(Madison, WI)
(Lewis and Macrina
1999)
(Yu, Iyer et al. 2006)

XL10-Gold Ultracompetent cells
for transformation

Stratagene catalog #
200315

Strain W83
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B. DNA preparation from bacteria
The bacterial DNA used in our study was genomic DNA (gDNA). Preparation of
bacterial cultures, P. gingivalis strain W83 (Table 2) (Lewis and Macrina 1999) and
Prevotella intermedia strain 17 (Table 2) (Yu, Iyer et al. 2006) started from inoculation
of cells derived from colonies grown on TSA II blood agar plates into enriched BHI. The
cultures were then grown anaerobically at 37°C for 48h in enriched BHI until turbid
growth was observed. Escherichia coli EC100 from Epicentre Biotechnologies (Madison,
WI) (Table 2) was grown in LB at 37°C. Cells from 50mL of culture were pelleted by
centrifugation, washed twice with 20mL of 1% sodium chloride to remove LPS and repelleted by centrifugation. The cell pellet was then re-suspended in 15mL of TES
(10mM Tris-HCL, 10mM EDTA, pH 8.0, 2% SDS) and the mixture was incubated at
75°C for 15 min to lyse the cells. Two rounds of phenol:chloroform (5:1), v/v extractions
followed by a chloroform extraction were performed on the cell lysate. The mixture was
then centrifuged at 2800 x g for 10 minutes. The supernatant containing DNA was
removed and transferred into a new tube. DNA precipitation was initiated by adding 0.1
vol of 3M sodium acetate (pH 5.2) and 1 vol of isopropanol (room temperature). The
sample was mixed by gently inverting the tube a few times and the DNA strands, which
were immediately visible, were harvested with a glass rod by spooling. This was then resuspended with up to 5mL of TE (10mM Tris-HCL, 2mM EDTA, pH 8.0) containing
50µg/mL of RNase. Genomic DNA concentration was assessed using the NanoDrop
spectrophotometer

model

#

ND-1000.
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C. Lipopolysaccharide (LPS) test
Limulus Amebocyte Lysate (LAL) QCL-1000 catalog number: 50-647U was purchased
from Cambrex (Walkersville, MD) and the microplate method was used on all DNA
samples. The determination of the LPS content in the gDNA samples was performed
according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

D. Bacteria P. gingivalis bacterial cultures
Porphyromonas gingivalis, strain W83, a laboratory strain, was prepared as follows: 1:10
dilution of overnight culture (originating from a single colony) in fresh BHI was made
and grown at 37°C, under anaerobic conditions, to an optical density at 660 nm (OD660)
of 0.5. This bacterial preparation was then used to challenge HN4 cells.

E. Challenge of eukaryotic cells with bacteria
Bacterial cells were added to HN4 cells at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 100:1
(bacteria to cell ratio). This MOI is based on our preliminary data indicating it is
sufficient for cell activation without significant damage to the host cells (unpublished
data). Eukaryotic cells were plated 16 h prior to infection (4.5x106 cells/condition/time
point in 10cm tissue culture plates) with HN4 media (without Penicillin/Streptomycin)
under standard conditions. Bacterial cells were harvested at an OD660 of 0.5, washed three
times with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), and suspended in HN4 media to an OD660 of
0.5. The appropriate number of bacteria (4.5x108) was added to the HN4 cells, and at the
time points of 4h, 8h, and 24h, photographs were taken and the cells and supernatants
were frozen down for further analysis.
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F. Challenge of eukaryotic cells with bacterial genomic DNA
HN4 cells were plated at a concentration of 4x106 for 10cm plates and 8x105 for 6-well
tissue culture plates and incubated overnight. Cells were infected with 2µg/mL,
10µg/mL, and 50µg/mL of P. gingivalis DNA in triplicates as well as 50µg/mL of E.
coli, P. intermedia, CpG DNA, and control (no DNA) (Table 3). Cells were incubated
with bacterial DNA for 6 and 24 h time points at 37° C in 10% CO2. Cells and
supernatants were frozen for further analysis.

G. Flow cytometry
BD Biosciences cytofix/cytoperm plus fixation/permeabilization kit catalog # 554715
was used. Cells were harvested at a concentration of 1X106 and placed in a 15mL tube.
Cells were flushed with PBS, centrifuged at 1100rpm for 4 minutes in a swinging bucket
rotor. The supernatant was poured off and discarded and the cell pellet was re-suspended
in PBS. This washing step was repeated twice. For intracellular antigen staining cells
were re-suspended in 500µL of fixation/permeabilization solution and incubated on ice
for 20 minutes. Cells were then washed twice with 1X BD perm/wash buffer and
centrifuged at 1100rpm for 4 minutes. Cell pellets were then thoroughly re-suspended in
50µl of 1X BD perm/wash buffer and then 10µL of fluorochrome conjugated antibody
antihuman TLR9 eBioscience (San Deigo, CA) catalog # 14-9099-80 was added and
incubated in the dark on ice for 30 minutes. Cells were then washed twice more with
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Table 3. DNA used for Host Cell Challenge
DNA
CpG
P.
gingivalis
P.
intermedia
E. coli

Description
5’TCGTCGTTTTGTCGTTTTGTCGTT3’ IDT (Coralville, IA)
isolated from strain W83 (Lewis and Macrina 1999)
isolated from strain 17 (Yu, Iyer et al. 2006)
isolated from EC100 Epicentre Biotechnologies
(Madison, WI)
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1mL 1X BD perm/wash buffer and re-suspended with 1mL of the buffer in FACS tubes
on ice and then read in the FC500 flow cytometer Beckman-Coulter (Fullerton, CA) in
Dr. Daniel Conrad’s laboratory. For extracellular antigen staining, cells were harvested
and washed twice in PBS as above. Cells were re-suspended in 250µl of PBS and 10µl
of antibody was added. Cells were incubated on ice in the dark for 30-60 minutes. 5mL
of PBS was added to wash the cells and then centrifuged at 1100rpm for 4 minutes (2X).
Cells were then re-suspended in 1mL PBS in FACS tubes and placed on ice until read by
the flow cytometer. In addition to the samples stained with TLR9. An isotype control
antibody PE antimouse CD23 Becton Dickenson and Company (Franklin Lakes, NJ)
catalog # 553139 was read using the same procedure as well as an unstained control for
both the intracellular and extracellular protocols. THP-1 cells were used as a positive
control for the detection of TLR9.

H. RNA isolation
RNA was isolated using the Qiagen RNeasy Mini columns kit (50) (Qiagen, Valencia,
CA catalog # 74104) according to the manufacturer’s protocol with some modifications.
Following the addition of 2mL of RLT buffer, cells were scraped off the plate with equal
parts Phenol-Chloroform added. Cells were lysed in a 15mL tube by pipetting up and
down with an 18-gauge needle. The solution was centrifuged at 6000rpm for 20 min at
4°C. The remaining extraction steps were executed using Qiagen instructions and the
concentration of the RNA was then measured using NanoDrop spectrophotometer ND1000.
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I. RNA cleaning for qRT-PCR
Additional DNAse treatment was performed on RNA to be used for qRT-PCR analysis.
200ng/µL of RNA combined with RNase free water to a total volume of 45µL was
placed into a sterile Eppendorf tube. 5µL of 10X DNase I and 1µL of rDNAse I (2µ/L)
from Ambion Applied Biosystems (Austin, TX) was added to the tube and incubated for
30 min at 37°C. 5µL DNase inactivation agent from Ambion was added and incubated at
RT for 5 min with frequent mixing. The tube was then spun at 10,000rpm for 2 min at
4°C. The supernatant was transferred to a sterile Eppendorf tube and frozen at -80°C for
later use as a template for qRT-PCR reactions.

J. Reverse transcription
A mixture consisting of 5µg of DNAse treated RNA (25µL), 3µL of oligo dT primer, and
2µL of random primer was prepared in a sterile Eppendorf tube and incubated at 70°C for
3 min. The sample was then placed on ice for 5 min. The Stratagene AffinityScript Multi
Temperature cDNA synthesis Kit (Cedar Creek, TX) catalog # 200436 was used to
prepare a mix of: 4µL Buffer 10X, 4µL DTT 0.1M, 1µL RNase block, 1.6µL DNTP, and
2uL of affinity script RT resulting in a final sample volume of 42.6µL. Following 10 min
incubation at 25°C for 10 min the sample was placed in a 42°C water bath for 1.5 h. The
sample was then heated at 95°C for 5 min to inactivate the RT enzyme and was stored at
-80°
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K. qRT-PCR.
Quantitative RT-PCR analysis using ABI Fast 7500 Real-time System was performed in
two steps. First, cDNA was synthesized from 5µg of total RNA as described above. Realtime PCR was carried out using RT Real-Time PCR SYBR Green Master Mix
Superarray Corporation (Frederick, MD) and gene specific primers (Table 4). Real-time
PCR was performed in ABI Fast 7500 Real-time System Applied Biosystems (Foster
City, CA) under the conditions recommended by the manufacturer with the thermal
profile consisting of one cycle of 2 min at 50ºC and 10 min at 95ºC; and 40 cycles each
of 15s at 95ºC, 30s at 60ºC and 30s at 68ºC, and then following extension cycle at 68ºC
for 10min. At the end of run a dissociation stage was added to assure the primer’s
specificity. The baseline cycle was set as two cycles before exponential amplification,
and threshold line was determined at lower 1/3 of amplification curve, which provide the
optimal standard curve with R-square value as close to 1 as possible. All RNA samples
were also tested for genomic DNA contamination and samples where cDNA was omitted
served as a non-target control.

L. Dot blot
For adherent cells (HN4), 250µl of CelLytic Sigma (Saint Louis, MO) catalog #C2978
and 10µl of protease inhibitor cocktail Sigma was added to a 10cm plate that had been
thoroughly washed with PBS. Cells were incubated for 15min at 4°C. Supernatant was
harvested and mixed 4:1 (vol/vol) with the loading buffer. Thus, 20µl of sample was
mixed with 4µl of loading buffer (5X Laemmli Sample Buffer from Bio Rad Cat. # 161-
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Table 4. Primers used for qRT-PCR analysis
Name
Actin-F
Actin-R
TLR9-F

Target
Actin
Actin
TLR9

TLR9-R

TLR9

Sequence 5’-3’
CGT GGG CCG CCC TAG GCA CCA
TTG GCC TTA GGG TTC AGG GGG G
ATC TGC ACT TCT TCC AAG GCC
TGA
AGA AGG CCA GGT AAT TGT CAC
GGA
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0737) (dilute to 1X sample buffer resulting in 1M TrisCl pH 6.8, 5mL of 50% glycerol,
2mL 10%SDS, 0.5mL beta mercaptoethanol, 1mL of 1% bromophenol blue, 0.9mL
water). The protein samples were blotted directly onto the membrane in equal
concentrations as determined by BCA Protein Assay Kit-Reducing Agent Compatible
Pierce, product # 23250 (Rockford, IL) and then followed the manufacturer protocol from
the One-Step Western Kit (GenScript Corporation catalog # L00205).

M. Generation of TLR9 shRNA construct
Oligonucleotides for human TLR9 knockdown were designed and purchased from IDT
(San Diego, CA) (Table 5) to be cloned into RNAi-ready pSIREN-RetroQ vector from
Clontech catalog # 631526 (Mountain View, CA) (Figure 4). HuSH 29mer shRNA
constructs against TLR9 were purchased from OriGene (Rockville, MD) catalog #
TR301076 (Figure 5). A total of four constructs and two controls were used. For the
RNAi-ready vector, the forward and reverse oligos were mixed at a 1:1 ratio to yield
50µM of double stranded oligo assuming 100% annealing. The mixture was heated at
95°C for 30 sec to remove all secondary structures followed by 72°C for 2 min, 37°C for
2 min, 25° C for 2 min and then stored on ice until ligation. The following reagents were
combined in an Eppendorf tube for the ligation of the double stranded oligonucleotide
into the RNAi ready vector: 1µL vector, 5µL diluted annealed oligo (0.5µM), 1µL 10X
T4 DNA ligase buffer, 2µL nuclease free H2O, and 1µL T4 DNA ligase 400U/µL. This
mixture was left at ambient temperature for 3 h. For the control, 1ul vector, 1µL 10X
ligase buffer, and 7µL of nuclease free H2O were combined into a separate Eppendorf
tube.
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Table 5. HuSH 29mer shRNA constructs against TLR9 and negative control plasmids
Plasmid
pRS
pRS
pRS
pRS
pRS
pRS

Description
Sequence #T97
Sequence #T98
Sequence #T99
Sequence #T00
TR2 negative
control
TR3 negative
control noneffective GFP

Sequence 5’-3’
CCTCAGCCATACCAACATCCTGATGCTAG
CTCAAGACAGTGGACCACTCCTGGTTTGG
CTGGACCTCTACCACGAGCACTCATTCAC
TGCTGGACCTGAGTGAGAACTTCCTCTAC
A purified and sequence verified
plasmid w/o shRNA cassette insert
A purified and sequence verified
plasmid containing a non-effective 29mer shGFP cassette
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Figure 4. RNAi-Ready pSIREN-RetroQ plasmid and TLR9 target sequence. This
construct was used to generate colonies labeled numerically “KO1-8”. The control
plasmid for these colonies was labeled “2A” and contained no TLR9 insert.
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RNAi-Ready
pSIREN-RetroQ
6.4 kb
BamH I

EcoR I

RE Site

Sense: 5’GATCCGCCTGTCCTTCAATTACCAATTTTCAAGAGATTGGTAATTGAAGGACAGGTTCTTTTTTTCTAGAG
BamH 1

3’

TLR9 Target Sequence

Hairpin Loop

3’

Complement Sequence

GCGGACAGGAAGTTAATGGTTAAAAGTTCTCTAACCATTAACTTCCTGTCCAAGAAAAAAAGATCTCTTAA5’
RE site

XBA 1

EcoR 1
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Figure 5. Construct for T97, T98, T99, and T00 TLR9 knockdown as well as TR2 and
TR3 plasmid controls without target sequence.
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LB agar plates were made using 500mL of de-ionized H2O combined with 7.5g
BD Bacto Agar Catalog # 21410, and 10g of LB broth. The mixture was autoclaved for
30 min, cooled to 50°C and then 1mL of carbenicillin 50µg/mL was added. The mixture
was poured onto 20 plates.
The recombinant pSiren vector was transformed with XL10-Gold Ultracompetent
cells Stratagene catalog #200315 (per manufacturer protocol). 1mL of NZY+ media
(MgCl2, MgSO4, glucose) was flamed for sterility and transferred into a sterile tube and
placed into a 42°C water bath to pre-warm. 50µL of Ultracompetent cells were then
transferred into two separate sterile polypropylene tube followed by the addition of 4µL
of 2-Me. The mixture was placed on ice for 10 min while mixed often. Next, 5µL of
ligation mix was added to the tube, mixed, and placed back on ice for 30 min. The cells
were then heat-pulsed in a 42°C water bath for exactly 30 sec and then incubated on ice
for 2 additional min. Next, 900µL of pre-warmed NZY+ was added to each tube and
incubated at 37°C for 1 hour shaking at 225rpm. Finally, 50µL, 100µL, and 150µL of
cells were plated on the LB-Carbenicillin resistant agar and incubated overnight at 37°C.
The next day, individual colonies were selected, inoculated in a small scale liquid
culture (3 mL of LB supplemented with Carbenicillin [50µg/mL] and incubated at
225rpm overnight at 37°C. Plasmid isolation was performed using the QIAprep spin
miniprep kit (Qiagen, catalog #27106) using the vacuum manifold protocol. The
concentration of the DNA was measured using the nanodropper and the sequence of the
designed oligo’s inserted into the RNAi-ready vector was confirmed by sequencing.
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N. Transfection of HN4 cells
1x106 of HN4 cells were prepared in into a 15mL tube for each separate transfection. Set
up Nucleofactor machine from Amaxa Biosystesm in the tissue culture hood and
followed the manufacture protocal from Amaxa Biosystems cell line nucleofector Kit V,
catalog # VCA-1003. Each transfection contained (cells + 100µL Soln V + 2-5µg TLR9
knockdown DNA + program T-020). A positive control (cells + 100µL Soln V + vector
pmaxGFP + program T-020) and several negative controls (cells + 100µL Soln V –DNA
+ program T-020), (cells + 100µL Soln V + DNA plasmid control + program T-020)
were used. After each electroporation, cells were resuspended in 10mL of HN4 media in
a 10cm tissue culture plate and incubated at 37°C in 10% CO2. Selection media was
added 72 h after the electroporation. Four weeks later, 8-12 individual colonies were
selected for each transfection and grown up in a 24-well tissue culture plate. When each
colony reached 80% confluence in two 10cm plates, cells were frozen at -80°C in
Bambanker serum-free cell freezing medium from Wako Pure Chemical Industries, Ltd.
Catalog # 302-14681 (Richmond, VA) at a ratio of 1x106 cells per 1mL for future
experimentation. Several colonies were tested using qRT-PCR as described above for
knockdown efficiency.

O. Microarray analysis
Total RNA samples were used to generate fluorophore-labeled RNAs that were
hybridized to human glass array, which contains 32,050 DNA 60-mer sense strand
oligonucleotide probes. After hybridization, data were reduced using a GenePix Axon
4000B scanner and GenePixPro software. Feature signals were normalized using the
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LOWESS method. Differentially expressed genes were designated as those with a twofold or greater difference in expression between the treated sample and control.

P. Pathway analysis
Normalized microarray data were imported into Ingenuity Pathway Analysis software
from Ingenuity systems (Redwood City, CA) for extensive pathway and molecule
analysis.
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RESULTS

A. HN4 response to P. gingivalis W83
1. Microarray- HN4 cells were challenged with P. gingivalis W83 for 6 and 24 h in
duplicates at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 100:1 (bacteria:cells). Microarrays
were performed in order to assess the effect of the bacterial cells on the host cell
transcriptional profile. These time points were chosen to examine the early and late
responses of the cells to bacterial challenge. These results are taken from two
biological replicates. Each microarray performed had two or more technical
replicates. The microarray results revealed that 105 genes were regulated after 6h, and
201 genes were regulated after 24h with 23 regulated genes overlapping between
these two time points (Figure 6). These genes were regulated at a level of at least 2fold difference in expression level with a P-value threshold set at 0.05. The technical
repeats had a high degree of similarity; however, the biological replicates had a great
deal of variation. Therefore, only genes that were regulated between biological
replicates were examined. Interestingly, microarray data analysis revealed that the
gene TOLLIP was up-regulated in HN4 cells after the 6 and 24 h time points.
B. HN4 response to bacterial DNA
1. Bacterial DNA LPS content- The lipopolysaccaride content of all the bacteria DNA
used to challenge HN4 cells was measured using the Limulus Amebocyte Lysate kit.
Results were quantified using the graphical method protocol from the manufacturer
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Figure 6. Microarray analysis of HN4 transcriptional response to challenge with bacterial
cells or bacterial components. The number of genes regulated by either P. gingivalis
cells, P. gingivalis DNA, P. intermedia DNA, or E. coli DNA at 6 and 24 h. All genes
displayed in this chart were regulated between biological and technical replicates at a
level of 2-fold or higher.
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DNA
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E. coli DNA (50µg)
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24hrs

179

1014
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(Figure 7). All of the samples, except E. coli, were below 2 EU/mL. E. coli
endotoxin measured about 2.8 EU/mL. 1EU =0.0001µg (Madsen 2006). Thus for the
infection of HN4 with 50µg of P. gingivalis DNA, my sample contained
0.005264ηg/mL of LPS.
2. Transcriptional response to P. gingivalis DNA
a. Microarray- The microarray results for the response of HN4 cells to P. gingivalis
W83 DNA infection at 6 h post infection revealed that a total of 95 genes were
regulated 2-fold. For 24 h post infection 33 genes were regulated 2-fold or higher. 21
of the same genes were regulated at both time points (Figure 6). The microarray
results analyzed by Ingenuity Pathway Analysis revealed that immune response
pathways were among the most affected by P. gingivalis DNA revealing 14 genes and
26 genes involved in the immune response at 6 & 24 h respectively. Although some
similar genes were regulated at both time points, a closer examination of the NF-κB
pathway reveals some differences between the time points (Figure 8 & 9). At 6 h, IL1 was significantly down-regulated, and among the 7 other genes that were regulated
in this pathway, 2 were up-regulated. After 24 h, IL-1 was un-regulated and among
the 6 additional genes that were regulated, only down-regulation was observed.
3. Transcriptional response to P. intermedia DNA
a. Microarray- The microarray results for P. intermedia DNA infection in HN4
cells 6 h post infection revealed that a total of 130 genes were regulated 2-fold or
higher when compared to no challenge. For 24 h post infection 325 genes were
regulated 2-fold or higher and 70 of the same genes were regulated at both time
points (Figure 6).
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Figure 7. Endotoxin content of bacterial DNA samples for HN4 infection. Each color
represents a different bacterial species. From left to right, E. coli, P. gingivalis sample 1,
P. gingivalis sample 2, P. gingivalis sample 3, and P. intermedia.1 EU= 0.0001µg
(Madsen 2006).
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Figure 8. NF-κB pathway and the genes that were regulated in HN4 cells 6 h after
infection with P. gingivalis DNA. Genes that are colored pink or red indicate upregulation. Genes that are colored green indicate down-regulation. Color intensity
indicates strength of regulation. Genes that are white or grey are un-regulated in this
®

analysis. Data were analyzed using Ingenuity Pathways Analysis (Ingenuity Systems,
www.ingenuity.com).
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Figure 9. NF-κB pathway and the genes that were regulated in HN4 cells 24 h after
infection with P. gingivalis DNA. Genes that are colored pink or red indicate upregulation. Genes that are colored green indicate down-regulation. Color intensity
indicates strength of regulation. Genes that are white or grey are un-regulated in this
®

analysis. Data were analyzed using Ingenuity Pathways Analysis (Ingenuity Systems,
www.ingenuity.com) .
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4. Transcriptional response to E. coli DNA
a. Microarray- The microarray results for E. coli DNA infection in HN4 cells 6 h
post infection revealed that a total of 708 genes were regulated 2-fold or higher when
compared to no challenge. For 24 h post infection 1014 genes were regulated 2-fold
or higher and 179 of the same genes were regulated at both time points (Figure 6). In
addition, a comparison between all gram-negative bacterial DNA challenges at 6 and
24 h revealed gene overlap at a two-fold regulated level (Figures 10a&b).
5. Analysis of gene regulation in HN4 cells challenged with P. gingivalis cells versus
P. gingivalis DNA
a. Microarray-A small comparison of a few selected regulated genes between P.
gingivalis whole bacteria and P. gingivalis DNA reveals some interesting data (Figure
11). A network relationship with some of the pathways the genes interact with is
shown in Figure 12. Several of these genes are involved in regulation of the immune
response. Another comparison between P. gingivalis DNA and the total number of
genes that overlapped at similar time points when HN4 cells were challenged with P.
gingivalis cells revealed a relatively large overlap of gene regulation (Figures
13a&b). As expected, after 6 & 24 h, more genes were regulated in HN4 cells when
challenged with P. gingivalis bacterial cells then when the cells were challenged with
just one bacterial component, P. gingivalis DNA.
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Figure 10. Venn diagrams compare the number of genes commonly or uncommonly
regulated by P. gingivalis W83 cells versus P. gingivalis W83 DNA. These results were
taken from microarray analysis of HN4 cells 6 and 24 hrs post infection. Panel A.
Comparison of the number of genes regulated in HN4 cells 6 h post infection. Panel B.
Comparison of the number of genes regulated in HN4 cells 24 h post infection. Only
genes that were regulated 2-fold or higher were counted.
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Figure 11. Microarray results detailing examples of several common genes regulated by
whole P. gingivalis W83 and P. gingivalis W83 DNA at 6 and 24 h. “A” denotes Pg
DNA, “B” denotes whole bacteria, “X” denotes “not”.
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Figure 12. Network analysis of relationships between select genes that were
regulated at all time points for HN4 cells infected with either P. gingivalis cells or P.
gingivalis DNA. The genes in grey were found to be commonly regulated as shown in
(Figure 11). A few of the pathways they are associated with are highlighted. A solid
line indicates pathway association and a dotted line shows gene to gene association.
This network does not show degree of regulation only association. Data was analyzed
®

using Ingenuity Pathways Analysis (Ingenuity

Systems, www.ingenuity.com).
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Figure 13. Venn diagrams showing gene overlap in HN4 cells challenged with genomic
DNA from P. gingivalis, P. intermedia, and E. coli at similar time points. These results
were taken from microarray analysis of HN4 cells response using genes that were
regulated 2-fold or higher. Panel A. 6 h post infection. Panel B. 24 h post infection.
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C. Investigation of TLR9 expression and localization in HN4 cells
1. Transcriptional level
a.

qRT-PCR- HN4 and THP-1 cells express TLR9 at the transcriptional level

(Figure 14). The actin expression was also measured for each of these cell types and
found to be approximately the same. These data were necessary to obtain a baseline
representation of TLR9 expression in HN4 cells compared to THP-1, a cell line
known to express TLR9.
b. Microarray- The microarray results also confirmed that HN4 cells express TLR9,
however, the signal intensity was very low (Table 6). Intensity levels must read above
100 to reach threshold in order to rule out false data.
2.

Protein level
a. FACS- HN4 cells express intracellular TLR9 (Figure 15). These results were
obtained from experiments performed in triplicate. In two experiments, HN4 cells
demonstrated extracellular localization of TLR9 (Figure 16).
b. Dot blot- Both HN4 cells and THP-1 cells prior to any treatment express TLR9
protein. The intensities of the spots on the Dot blot were measured (Table 7) and as
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Figure 14. Relative transcriptional TLR9 expression in THP-1 cells versus HN4 cells
as measured and quantified by qRT-PCR analysis. These results were normalized to
actin and are quantified from a pool of three wells from a six well tissue culture plate.
The averages were calculated from six individual wells on a 96-well plate.
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Table 6. Signal intensity of the TLR9 probe hybridized with cDNA isolated from HN4
cells. Microarrays were performed in technical repeats.

Microarray
6hrs 1
6hrs 1
6hrs 2
6hrs 2
24hrs 1
24hrs 1
24hrs 2
24hrs 2

P. gingivalis W83
9
6
15
4
17
13
14
49

WT HN4
12
18
26
13
33
29
49
26

Regulation
DOWN
DOWN
DOWN
DOWN
DOWN
DOWN
DOWN
UP

∗ Four measurements are shown for both time points. These designate two microarrays
done using independently prepared RNA. Each microarray was performed in technical
duplicates.
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Figure 15. Protein expression of intracellular TLR9 from FACS analysis of HN4 cells.
HN4 cells were stained with an isotype control (non-specific antibody staining) B3B4
versus HN4 cells stained with monoclonal TLR9 antibody. These data, shown on a
logarithmic scale with each mark on the x-axis representing a single log fold change.
10,000 cells were counted for this measurement representing the area under the curve.
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Figure 16. FACS analysis of HN4 expression of extracellular TLR9 from two
independent experiments. Panel A. Data from experiment performed 9/19/07. Panel B.
Data from experiment performed on 12/19/07. This scale is logarithmic, therefore the
further the shift to the right, the greater the expression of TLR9. Approximately 10,000
cells were counted to obtain these results.
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Table 7. Relative % intensities of TLR9 protein in THP-1 and HN4 cells.
Protein Sample
Quantity
5 µg

Sample Name
THP-1

% Intensity of
TLR9 protein
24.8%

5 µg

HN4

Not Measurable

10 µg

THP-1

44.0%

10 µg

HN4

31.2%
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expected, indicate that THP-1 cells express relatively more TLR9 protein then HN4
by approximately 41%.
3. TLR9 expression changes after DNA challenge
a. FACS- After 3 h, all of the cells challenged with bacterial DNA up-regulated
TLR9 extracellular expression with the following DNA concentrations: P.gingivalis
50µg/ml, P.intermedia 50µg/ml and P.gingivalis 10µg exhibiting the most amount of
up-regulation when compared to control HN4 cells (no challenge) (Figure 17). Most
of the cells had some extracellular TLR9, however, a smaller subset of the cells had a
strong up-regulation of extracellular TLR9. The 3 h time point was performed once.
At 6 h, there was a slight up-regulation of extracellular TLR9 when compared to
unchallenged HN4 cells, however, these changes were not as dramatic as what was
observed at the 3 h time point (Figure 18). This experiment was repeated a total of
three times and all the results were in agreement. 24 h after bacterial DNA challenge,
extracellular TLR9 expression seemed to return to the same levels as the
unchallenged cells (Figure 19). This result was also observed in all three repeated
experiments. The results show that different bacteria have slight variations in their
ability to up-regulate extracellular TLR9 expression. This data showed that P.
gingivalis had the largest effect on the up-regulation of TLR9, followed by P.
intermedia and CpG DNA, and then E. coli see (Figures 17-19). Intracellular FACS
experiments were performed once for the 3 h time point but repeated 3 times each for
both the 6 h and 24 h time points. These results did not reveal many significant
changes in TLR9 expression however, a slight up-regulation was observed at 6 h in
cells challenged with CpG DNA and after 24 h, down-regulation of expression was
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Figure 17. FACS analysis of HN4 cells challenged with bacterial DNA from different
species as well as CpG DNA at concentrations of 2, 10 and 50µg. The extracellular
TLR9 expression was measured after 3 h.
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Figure 18. FACS analysis of HN4 cells challenged with bacterial DNA from different
species as well as CpG DNA at concentrations of 2, 10 and 50µg. The extracellular
TLR9 expression was measured after 6 h.
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Figure 19. FACS analysis of HN4 cells challenged with bacterial DNA from different
species as well as CpG DNA at concentrations of 2, 10 and 50µg. The extracellular
TLR9 expression was measured after 24 h. The low peak levels indicate that less then
10,000 cells were counted in those samples.
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Figure 20. FACS analysis of HN4 cells challenged with bacterial DNA from different
species as well as CpG DNA at concentrations of 2, 10 and 50µg. The intracellular
TLR9 expression was measured after 3 h. The low peak levels indicate that less then
10,000 cells were counted in those samples.
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Figure 21. FACS analysis of HN4 cells challenged with bacterial DNA from different
species as well as CpG DNA at concentrations of 2, 10 and 50µg. The intracellular
TLR9 expression was measured after 6 h.
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Figure 22. FACS analysis of HN4 cells challenged with bacterial DNA from different
bacterial species as well as CpG DNA at concentrations of 2, 10 and 50µg. The
intracellular TLR9 expression was measured after 24 h.
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observed in cells challenged with P. intermedia and CpG DNA. (Figures 20-22).
b.

qRT-PCR- RNA from HN4 challenge with 50µg of P. gingivalis DNA on

1/24/08 was used to asses TLR9 expression changes when compared to control (no
DNA challenge) HN4 (Figure 23). After 6 and 24 h post infection, RNA was isolated,
cDNA was generated and run in triplicate using actin as a house-keeping gene for
RNA content. A qRT-PCR was performed for the 24 h time point as a technical
repeat, and once for the 6 h time point. Both results indicated that after 6 and 24 h, P.
gingivalis W83 DNA up-regulated TLR9 expression in HN4 cells (Table 8).
c. Microarray- The array data also confirmed that HN4 cells express TLR9 at the
transcriptional level in HN4 challenged with P. gingivalis DNA (Table 6). However,
the intensity of the signal for TLR9 on the microarrays was too low for comparison
with qRT-PCR. As previously mentioned, the intensity levels must exceed 100. Even
though the TLR9 signal was low, after 6 and 24 h, a slight down-regulation of TLR9
was observed from cells challenged with P. gingivalis DNA.
4. TLR9 expression changes under acid pH
a. FACS- Extracellular TLR9 expression was up-regulated in HN4 cells challenged
with 10µg P. gingivalis DNA under conditions of both acidic and normal pH.
Contrary to what was expected, the acidic media showed less up-regulation then the
normal media after exposure to 10µg of P. gingivalis DNA (Figure 24a). In Figure
24b, intracellular TLR9 expression appeared unchanged.
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Figure 23. qRT-PCR analysis of TLR9 expression in HN4 cells challenged with 50µg of
P. gingivalis DNA for 24 h.
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Table 8. TLR9 Expression using qRT-PCR
Pg DNA 50µg * Ct Regulatio
Infection
qRTTime
HN4 *
Date
PCR
Poin
Ct
n
t
1/24/08 2/5/08
24
27.19
25.99
Up
hrs
1/24/08 2/15/0
24
27.24
26.87
Up
8
hrs
1/24/08 2/26/0
6
30.23
28.22
Up
8
hrs
*Ct value averages from triplicates
This value represents the number of cycles before fluorescence was detected indicating
amplification. The higher the value, the lower the amount of product present in sample.
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Figure 24. FACS experiment was performed from samples taken in triplicate of HN4
cells challenged with 2, 10 and 50µg of P. gingivalis DNA in media with two separate
pH levels. Normal media pH is 7.2, and acidic media has a pH of 6.5. Panel A.
Extracellular TLR9. Panel B. Intracellular TLR9.
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D. Generation of TLR9 knockdown in HN4
1. Construct- After transformation of the TLR9 sh construct (shown previously in
Fig. 4 & 5) into E. coli, three colonies were isolated and sequenced demonstrating
100% identity of the insert to the expected sequence in all three colonies. One was
chosen for stable transfection into HN4. An empty plasmid (without knockdown
insert) was used as a control. In addition, four more silencing constructs for TLR9
were purchased with two control plasmids (Table 5). These were also transformed
into E. coli and then stably transfected into HN4 cells.
2. Transfection results- Each plasmid transfection yielded 8-12 single colonies, which
were isolated, expanded, and frozen. In addition, a mixed colony for each transfection
was also pooled and frozen as described in materials and methods to yield a total of
over 100 single and mixed colonies.
3. Expression of TLR9 in mutant (shRNA knockdown) HN4 cells
a. qRT-PCR- RNA from seventeen colonies was isolated and evaluated for knockdown
efficiency (Table 9). All knockdown colonies tested from this construct achieved a
knockdown efficiency of 90% or more. Mutant colony #5 achieved the greatest
knockdown efficiency exhibiting a 99.83% TLR9 reduction according to this analysis
(Figure 25). More testing is needed to find the colony with the lowest relative TLR9
expression compared to control. Of the colonies and their controls tested so far,
colony “C” isolated from the T99 construct had a knock-down efficiency of 87.6%
and the mixed control colony “TR2” had a TLR9 expression level of 29.8% compared
to WT HN4 are the best representative pair for TLR9 expression (Figure 26). Only
three controls have been tested thus far and they are all mixed colonies.
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Table 9. qRT-PCR analysis of TLR9 expression in seventeen isolated TLR9 knockdown colonies and evaluated for knockdown efficiency.

Sample Colony

Primer Actin
Avg Ct
Avg Ct
WT HN4*
KO HN4

*

Primer TLR9
Avg Ct
Avg Ct
WT HN4
KO HN4

KO1

15.3602

15.6056

30.2335

31.7584

KO2

15.3602

15.9252

30.2335

31.7852

KO3

15.3602

15.4018

30.2335

32.0812

KO4

15.3602

15.4248

30.2335

31.3682

KO5

15.3602

15.0410

30.2335

33.1934

KO6

15.3602

14.9420

30.2335

31.1635

KO7

15.3602

14.7336

30.2335

31.7024

KO8

15.3602

14.5352

30.2335

31.8152

Mixed KO’s 1-8

14.3718

14.2711

26.5596

30.8952

2A Mix

14.3718

15.9708

26.5596

31.6332

T98 B

14.3718

14.4778

26.5596

29.3061

T98 D

14.3718

15.1415

26.5596

29.4080

T98 Mix

14.3718

16.4052

26.5596

29.4515

T00 Mix

14.3718

15.3252

26.5596

30.3602

T99 C

14.3718

16.3785

26.5596

31.0907

Tr2 Mix

14.3718

15.0854

26.5596

28.9590

Tr3 Mix

14.3718

16.3081

26.5596

31.2175

*1 Ct change = 2-fold change in expression.
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Figure 25. qRT-PCR analysis of 8 different single colonies from the HN4 TLR9
knockdown construct. These results were taken from triplicates and normalized to actin.
This graph shows relative TLR9 transcriptional expression compared to HN4 WT cells.
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Figure 26. qRT-PCR analysis of TLR9 knockdown construct in HN4 showing the
relative TLR9 expression of HN4 cells, HN4 cells transfected with a mixed colony for
the plasmid control “TR2 mix”, and a single colony isolated for that control “T99 C”.
“TR2 mix” down-regulated TLR9 expression 72% from the WT HN4 cells and the “T99
C” construct down-regulated TLR9 expression by 88%.
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Figure 27. Relative protein expression as measured by Dot blot intensities. Equal
concentrations of sample were spotted for each cell type.
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b. Dot blot- Protein was isolated from colony #5, THP-1 cells, and HN4 cells. Equal
concentrations were spotted and intensities were quantified (Figure 27). These results
confirmed that TLR9 protein is reduced to undetectable levels in mutant #5 compared
to

WT

HN4

cells

and

THP-1

cells.
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DISCUSSION
A. HN4 response to P. gingivalis W83.
Microarrays are useful in monitoring the molecular cross-talk between the host
and the bacterial cells (Handfield, Baker et al. 2008). In this research, the microarray
results allow the epithelial cell line HN4 to describe their responses to both P. gingivalis
and P. gingivalis DNA as well as DNA from a few other selected pathogens. P. gingivalis
was chosen as the primary bacterium used in this study because it is known to be one of
the most aggressive periodontopathogens involved in the progression of periodontal
disease. The characterization of the role of a single species of bacterium, P. gingivalis
W83, on the human host’s recognition and response provides a detailed global
perspective. Using this technique, the characterization of the role of an individual
bacterial virulence factor, P. gingivalis DNA, on the host response, can be compared to
both other single virulence factors on HN4 cells as well as the comparison of this
virulence factor on other epithelial cell lines. Previous studies have tried to characterize
epithelial cell responses to infection with various periodontopathogens but our
understanding is still limited. Variations from study to study can be attributed to many
things, including: differences in the epithelial cells used, and different types of
periodontopathogens, from early colonizers to late colonizers, as well as differences in
bacterial virulence. To my knowledge, the gene regulation in response to various bacteria
and bacterial components in the epithelial cell line HN4 has never been characterized. In
addition, this is the first time the virulent strain P. gingivalis W83 DNA has been used to
infect epithelial cells. This study has extended our previous limited knowledge and
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provided a foundation for comparing the global gene expression in epithelial cells
challenged with bacterial cells and bacterial DNA.
As expected, the microarray results revealed gene regulation at both 6 and 24 h
time points after exposure to P. gingivalis W83, which is known to invade host epithelial
cells. Also as expected, there was more gene regulation as a result of HN4 infected with
P. gingivalis cells than P. gingivalis DNA. These experiments were performed as
biological replicates several months apart. It was noted that these biological repeats
showed major variance in the number of genes that were regulated. This could be
attributed to differences in the cell cycle at the time of infection as well as differences in
cell passage number, causing changes in expression over time. It is also important to note
that microarray data is inherently noisy due to their great sensitivity, and reproducibility
from experiments performed at different times is very difficult to achieve (Handfield,
Baker et al. 2008). On the other hand, tight regulation and control of experimental
variables may produce statistically relevant results, but may not truly be the best
representation of what is going on in the multi-variable host/pathogen environment. With
that in mind, the genes that have been a part of my initial investigation are the genes that
were regulated in all experiments; however, further investigation of genes that were
significantly regulated in one study or the other should be done. Overall, the microarray
data showed a great deal of down-regulation. Even TLR2 expression, where previous
studies with epithelial cells and P. gingivalis have extensively documented TLR2 upregulation, was down-regulated in our study. This first appeared alarming; however, we
saw up-regulation of TOLLIP, IRAK1 and IRAK2 and down-regulation of NOD-1 in
HN4 cells infected with P. gingivalis cells after 6 & 24 h consistent with TLR2 down-
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regulation. As previously detailed, these proteins are involved in TLR regulation,
specifically TLR2 and TLR4. These data explain why we saw down-regulation of TLR2
and also presents some new findings to examine more closely that could be attributed to
differences in HN4 cells, again proving that gene expression and regulation varies greatly
in different oral epithelial cell lines as well as epithelial cells derived from other tissues.

B. HN4 response to bacterial DNA.
1. Bacterial DNA LPS content.
Among possible contaminants, LPS is of particular concern due to its high
immunostimulatory capacity in immune cells. Substimulatory doses of LPS have been
shown to synergize powerfully with bacterial DNA (Gao, Zuvanich et al. 1999).
Although LPS is known to be a potent activator of the inflammatory response in immune
cells, little is known about its threshold for activation in epithelial cells. Polymyxin-B is
known to destroy the biological activity of LPS and lipid A isolated from gram-negative
bacteria like E. coli and Salmonella. It has been found that, due to differences in LPS
composition among various bacterial species, the inhibition of LPS activation normally
observed by Polymyxin-B application was abolished in P. gingivalis and P. intermedia
(Kirikae, Nitta et al. 1999). For this reason, the LPS content of all bacterial DNA was
measured. It is also known that the LPS from different bacterial species do seem to have
different potentials for activation. For example, a study by (Martin, Katz et al. 2001)
found that 1 ηg/ml E. coli LPS and 10,000 ηg/ml P. gingivalis LPS induced similar levels
of IL-6 and TNF-α from THP-1 cells upon primary stimulation. Another study in
respiratory epithelial cells found that 50 ηg/ml of LPS was necessary to elicit a response
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equivalent to the stimulation with 100 ηg/ml bacterial DNA from P. gingivalis and E.
coli in terms of IL-6 and IL-8 regulation (Platz, Beisswenger et al. 2004). It is also known
that P. gingivalis LPS is known to activate TLR2, whereas most gram-negative bacterial
LPS, including E. coli, signal through TLR4 [70]. In this study, no regulation of TLR2 or
TLR4 was observed in the 6 or 24 h time points of HN4 cells stimulated with P.
gingivalis DNA. In addition, other studies have shown that pre-treatment of THP-1 cells
with E. coli LPS causes a decreased response in these cells with repeated LPS exposure
and the down-regulation of TLR4; however, pre-treatment with P. gingivalis LPS causes
enhancement of CD14 and TLR2. Even with the enhancement of the receptors, like E.
coli LPS, an unexplained decrease in cytokine production was observed (Martin, Katz et
al. 2001). This would seem to indicate that another mechanism is involved in cytokine
suppression that acts independently from LPS signaling.
For the purpose of this experiment, it cannot be ruled out that the endotoxin
content of the bacterial DNA could be contributing to the gene regulation observed;
however, the microarray results revealed similar responses of the HN4 cells to both P.
gingivalis DNA and E.coli DNA. If endotoxin was a major factor, the cells would exhibit
very different responses, as the LPS of E. coli triggers different responses from that of P.
gingivalis LPS. This would indicate that a response is elicited by the DNA or potentially
by any contaminates other than the LPS. In the future, efforts will need to be taken to
decrease the LPS content of the DNA or by blocking both TLR2/TLR4 receptors that are
known to respond to LPS.
2. Transcriptional response to P. gingivalis DNA.
The microarray results revealed that there was gene regulation in response to P.
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gingivalis DNA. An interesting finding was that a few highly regulated genes due to
exposure to P. gingivalis DNA, were not regulated in response to P. gingivalis cells,
suggesting that the isolated DNA may play a specific role in the host response. It is
known that P. gingivalis also contains endotoxin in the outer membrane, so any
stimulation due to endotoxin would be observed in the comparison between both the
DNA and whole bacterial challenge. In order for the DNA from whole P. gingivalis to
have an effect on the HN4 cells, the cells would have to lyse, releasing the DNA into the
HN4 cells. In this experiment, a great deal of HN4 cell death was observed in response to
exposure to P. gingivalis cells; however, the bacteria seemed to survive within the 24 h
time point. It is known that P. gingivalis does not respond well within an aerobic
environment; therefore, it is conceivable that HN4 cells were exposed to lysed P.
gingivalis and its components, including DNA, by the 24 h time point both extracellularly
and intracellularly.
Some of the genes that were regulated solely by P. gingivalis DNA after 6 h were:
CDC42EP3, CD46, TM9SF3, SOCS2, CNBP, and DSTN. After 24 h, BCLAF1 and
SOCS4 were regulated. The protein encoded by the gene CDC42EP3 is an effector
protein that binds to and negatively regulates CDC42. It is involved in signal transduction
and regulation of cell shape, and notably, it has been found to be regulated by LPS. The
protein encoded by the gene CD46 is a membrane protein and is a regulatory component
of the complement system and has also been shown to be regulated by LPS. The TM9SF3
gene encodes a membrane protein involved in transport. The gene SOCS2 encodes a
protein that is involved in the suppression of cytokine signaling. It has been linked to
canonical pathways such as acute phase response signaling and JAK/Stat signaling. This
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receptor has been shown to be regulated by IL-1β, PPARA, cytokines, IFNG, and, among
others, LPS. CNPB is a CCHC-type zinc finger nucleic acid binding protein that
functions in cellular proliferation and is involved in the regulation of transcription. The
gene DSTN, known as destrin, is an actin depolymerizing factor and belongs to the actinbinding proteins ADF family. This family is responsible for depolymerization,
polymerization, severing, turnover, cytokinesis, cell movement, size, and motility. As
with all the genes listed above, this gene was down-regulated in HN4 cells after 6 h
challenge with P. gingivalis DNA. After 24 h, the gene BCLAF1, which is a BCL-2
associated transcription factor 1, encodes a protein that, when overexpressed, causes
cellular apoptosis. In this study, this gene was down-regulated by P. gingivalis DNA.
This could be a regulatory mechanism employed by P. gingivalis to promote HN4
cellular survival, thus allowing P. gingivalis to survive. Finally, the gene SOCS4 was
also down-regulated 24 h after P. gingivalis DNA infection. The protein encoded by this
gene is also another known member of the SOCS family, which are cytokine suppressors.
These proteins are known to be cytokine-inducible negative regulators of cytokine
signaling. When cytokine levels become high, these proteins prevent over-activation of
the immune response that would contribute to tissue damage. The observations in this
study can be explained in the following way. If P. gingivalis DNA is somehow causing a
down-regulation of cytokine expression as observed in this study, it would be important
for the host to also down-regulate the cytokine suppression system implemented by
SOCS proteins. Therefore, any cytokine signaling that escapes regulation from P.
gingivalis could then signal an appropriate immune response. In summary, SOCS
proteins are known to be induced by cytokine expression, and cytokine expression is
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limited or undetected in this study; therefore, a possible mechanism of the host response
would be to suppress this system. This is a particularly exciting finding due to the fact
that the progression of periodontitis is largely caused by the over-activation of the
immune response by the host cells. The suppression of SOCS proteins could then
contribute to this over-activation leading to host tissue damage and periodontal disease.
When examining the NF-κB pathway, it was noted that after 6 hours, an increase
in p65/RelA at the transcriptional level was observed. It is not clear if this subunit
remained localized in the cytosol or the nucleus however taken with the rest of the data,
one would assume it is localized in the cytosol where it remains bound to IκB and in the
inactive state thus preventing NF-κB activation. Another indication is the strong downregulation of LCK, a tyrosine phosphatase that may be essential in NF-κB activation
(Livolsi, Busuttil et al. 2001). When examining the NF-κB pathway 24 h after infection
with P. gingivalis DNA, the down-regulation of IKKα and CK2 was observed at the
transcriptional level. These kinases are important to the phosphorylation of IκB and p65
respectively. The down-regulation of these kinases could be another reason that the NFκB complex remains inactivated and localized in the cytosol preventing the transcription
of important genes involved in the regulation of inflammation and the immune response
(Saski, Barberi et al. 2005; Parhar, Morse et al. 2007).
3. Transcriptional response to P. intermedia DNA.
The microarray results revealed that, at the 6 h time point, similar numbers of genes were
regulated when comparing P. gingivalis (95 genes) to P. intermedia (130 genes).
However, at the 24 h time point, only 33 genes were regulated by P. gingivalis versus
325 genes regulated by P. intermedia. One possible explanation of this finding is that P.
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gingivalis DNA is a more potent suppressor of the immune response than P. intermedia
DNA. Another possible explanation is the gene regulation results shown from P.
intermedia were isolated from a single sample for all infections whereas the DNA
isolated from P. gingivalis was performed three separate times, introducing possible
variation among experiments. Only genes that appeared commonly regulated between all
microarrays were considered, although variations from microarray to microarray existed.
4. Transcriptional response to E. coli DNA.
As expected, E. coli DNA exhibited the greatest number of regulated genes among the
three bacterial DNA species used at both time points. This was expected for at least two
reasons. First, some studies have found that various cell types challenged with a variety
of bacterial DNA demonstrated that E. coli elicited a higher level of stimulation of the
immune response (Neujahr, Reich et al. 1999; Dalpke, Frank et al. 2006; Taubman, Han
et al. 2007). Second, E. coli is not known to play a key role in periodontitis and therefore
it would not be expected to be a potent suppressor of the immune response in oral
epithelial cells.

In addition, the DNA extracted from E. coli contained a higher

concentration of LPS than the other bacterial DNAs and, as mentioned above, even
substimulatory doses of LPS have been shown to synergize powerfully with bacterial
DNA (Gao, Zuvanich et al. 1999). Interestingly, a study comparing immune specific gene
regulation between E. coli and P. gingivalis implicated P. gingivalis as having a greater
effect on the suppression of the immune response (Taubman, Han et al. 2007). Further
investigation of the microarray results and future experimentation is needed to
definitively analyze these differences.
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5. Transcriptional analysis of gene regulation in HN4 challenged with P. gingivalis
cells versus P. gingivals DNA.
Until now, a global comparison of gene expression between the oral epithelial cell
line HN4 challenged with P. gingivalis W83 and P. gingivalis W83 DNA has never been
carried out. The gene expression and overlap observed from these two different cell
challenges will certainly illuminate gene targets important to understanding the as yet
undiscovered epithelial cell role in the pathogenesis of periodontitis. Some genes that
were commonly regulated between P. gingivalis and P. gingivalis DNA at the 6 h time
point were CLCN2, TM4SF1, and IL-1β (synonymous with OAF). CLCN2, is an
ion/chloride channel protein that plays a role in cell morphology, death, meiosis, and
transmembrane potential. TM4SF1 is a member of the transmembrane 4 superfamily,
also known as the tetraspanin family. Most of these members are cell-surface proteins
that are characterized by the presence of four hydrophobic domains. The proteins mediate
signal transduction events that play a role in the regulation of cell development,
activation, growth and motility. IL-1β The protein encoded by this gene is a member of
the interleukin-1 cytokine family. This cytokine is an important mediator of the
inflammatory response. It plays a role in cellular activation, apoptosis, proliferation,
stimulation, adhesion, infiltration, differentiation, cell death, recruitment, and growth. It
has been associated with many canonical pathways such as: acute phase response
signaling; aryl hydrocarbon receptor signaling; FXR/RXR activation; glucocorticoid
receptor signaling; hepatic cholestasis; hepatic fibrosis/ hepatic stellate cell activation;
IL-10 signaling; IL-6 signaling; LPS/IL-1 mediated inhibition of RXR function;
LXR/RXR activation; PPAR signaling and xenobiotic metabolism signaling (Ingenuity
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Systems 2007-2008). At the 24 h time point, previously described genes CLCN2 and
TM4S1 were overlapped from the 6 h time point and, in addition, MAP4K4, IFNGR1,
and CNBP were also regulated. The protein encoded by the gene MAP4K4 is part of the
JNK/p38 MAP4K4 subfamily. Activation of the JNK pathway is associated with
apoptosis as well as proliferation. The p38 MAPKs regulated the expression of many
cytokines and have an important role in activation of immune responses. It has been
found to be associated in many canonical pathways such as: apoptosis signaling, death
receptor signaling, ephrin receptor signaling; IL-10 signaling; IL-6 signaling; NF-κB
signaling;

PPARα/RXRα

activation;

PPAR

signaling;

SAPK/JNK

signaling;

PPARα/RXRα activation; and interestingly, toll-like receptor signaling. Interferon
gamma receptor 1 (IFNGR1) is a transmembrane receptor that binds several ligands
including cytokines. It plays a role in cellular apoptosis, quantity, proliferation,
osteoclastogenesis, formation, signaling, adhesion, binding, colony formation, and
killing. Last, as previously mentioned, CNPB is a CCHC-type zinc finger nucleic acid
binding protein that functions in cellular proliferation and is involved in the regulation of
transcription (Ingenuity Systems 2007-2008). These genes were just a few examples of
regulated genes between both P. gingivalis and P. gingivalis DNA.

C. Investigation of TLR9 expression and localization in HN4.
1. Transcriptional level
As demonstrated, TLR9 is not an abundant receptor in HN4 cells, making
detection difficult. qRT-PCR is a very sensitive test and a valuable tool for detection
under these conditions. The quantification of TLR9 was clear using this method. The
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microarrays, which are not as sensitive at quantifying transcriptional levels, also detected
TLR9 in the HN4 cells.
2. Protein Level
The FACS results show a much larger shift in extracellular TLR9 expression in
experiments done on September 29th, 2007 when compared to experiments performed on
December 19th, 2007. This could be due to differences in antibody labeling efficiency.
The lack of isotype control in Figure 16a make these results hard to analyze; however, the
isotype control shown in Figure 16b shows very little difference from the un-stained
control. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that extracellular TLR9 expression in HN4
cells was dramatically different in September than it was in December. This same result
was observed in intracellular TLR9 levels (data not shown). This data has important
implications for other experiments in this study. For example, if such dramatic changes in
TLR9 expression are occurring, over time, what other possible expression changes are
occurring? As I mentioned, the biological replicates in the microarray data were also
variable, so future experiments should use HN4 cells that have been passed the same
amount of times.
The protein levels of TLR9 observed by the Dot blot confirmed what was
previously determined (that HN4 cells express TLR9); however, these do have a lower
level than THP-1 cells.

3. TLR9 expression changes after DNA challenge
Contrary to expectations, the microarray results did not reveal significant changes
of TLR9 expression after bacterial DNA challenge. This may or may not indicate the
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insignificance of TLR9’s role in mediating the host response to P. gingivalis DNA
because the signal intensity was too low to compare after the microarray data was
normalized. It was observed, however, that 6 h after HN4 cells were stimulated with P.
gingivalis DNA, TLR9 expression, although low, was down-regulated. It is noteworthy to
mention that a study examining the stimulatory potential of bacterial DNA on HEK cells
stably transfected with TLR9 found that it varied from 1 to 100 µg/ml (Neujahr, Reich et
al. 1999). This suggests that a high number of bacteria would be necessary in the oral
cavity to stimulate TLR9. Also, cells transfected with TLR9 express this protein at a
much higher level than the levels observed in this study. As mentioned earlier, it is
possible that cooperation of multiple TLRs as well as other receptors could cooperate
synergistically, to reach the TLR9 signaling threshold. The same study (Neujahr, Reich et
al. 1999) found the threshold for immunoactivation of TLR9 was reduced by a factor of
10 to 100 if CpG-ODNs from bacterial DNA are delivered into the cell by a transfection
reagent. The concentration necessary in HN4 cells to elicit TLR9 activation is not known.
It is possible that the concentration of 50 µg/ml used in this study was not able to activate
TLR9 or the TLR9 expression levels are too low to initiate signaling. It is also possible
that the composition of P. gingivalis LPS or the DNA itself could have caused
suppression of signaling that would have otherwise caused an up or down regulation of
TLR9. The qRT-PCR results did show slight changes in TLR9 regulation in response to
P. gingivalis DNA at both 6 and 24 h time points. Contrary to the microarray data, these
results could implicate the importance of TLR9 in generating an immune response in
HN4 cells. However, the microarray data did not reveal an increase in cytokine
expression, indicating that any up-regulation of TLR9 expression at the transcriptional
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level probably does not contribute to activation of the immune response. Another
consideration is that TLR9 expression changes measured by qRT-PCR do not reveal the
localization of these expression changes. One would not expect that bacterial DNA would
cause an increase in extracellular TLR9 due to the methylation status of bacterial DNA;
however, it would be interesting to see if methylated CpG-ODNs could cause an increase
in expression of extracellular TLR9. To address the question of whether or not DNA is
actually activating TLR9 with greater certainty, additional experimentation is needed.
The FACS results also did not reveal many significant changes in TLR9
expression intracellularly. As already indicated, this may be due to not enough DNA
getting inside the cells in order to activate TLR9. However, some changes in TLR9
expression occurred extracellularly at the 3 h time point. Another explanation may be that
TLR9 regulation occurs earlier. A study by (Ewaschuk, Backer et al. 2007) revealed that
maximum up-regulation of TLR9 after DNA stimulation in intestinal epithelial cells
occurred approximately after 1 hr with expression returning to normal pre-stimulation
levels by 6 h. These data are supported by the microarray data that showed TLR9
expression was down-regulated after 6 h, revealing that examination of earlier time points
could be critical for this receptor. A third explanation could be that 50µg of DNA was too
much. Some of the FACS data showed a greater up-regulation of TLR9 expression when
cells were infected with 10µg of DNA versus 50µg. This would be important for the
microarray studies as well.
1. TLR9 expression changes under acidic pH
This experiment was performed due to previous literature indicating that
TLR9/ligand binding is enhanced in acidic conditions causing greater signal transduction.
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We wanted to see if up-regulation of extracellular TLR9 would be observed at acidic pH
levels after ligand binding. The results of these experiments did show a slight shift in
extracellular TLR9 expression after exposure to 10µg of P. gingivalis DNA; however, no
other major expression changes were observed.
D. Generation of TLR9 knockdown in HN4
1. Expression of TLR9 knockdown
The initial analysis of just a few of the TLR9 knock-down colonies reveals
promising data. The other 96 colonies will need to be screened in order to select the best
representation of an HN4 TLR9 knock-down control colony and the best TLR9 mutant.
So far, out of the 17 colonies screened, most showed a significant reduction in TLR9
expression. A reduction of 80% is considered a successful knock-down. It should be
noted that the 3 control colonies screened also showed a significantly reduced TLR9
expression. This could be a temporary result from cellular expression changes due to
being exposed to constant levels of puromycin. These colonies should be grown in
normal media and re-tested for knock-down efficiency. Also, the three control colonies
were taken from a mixed colony pool revealing that TLR9 expression could be higher in
single colonies isolated from that pool and thus reveal a better control.
The Dot blot intensity confirmed that TLR9 expression was lower in KO#5 than
in WT HN4 cells, revealing a possible stable transfection colony to use in future
experiments.
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS
This study has developed the foundation for further investigation of the role P.
gingivalis has on host epithelial cells HN4. The microarray data have revealed regulation
of some possible genes of interest, for example the genes featured in Figure 11. Future
directions could use qRT-PCR analysis to examine how these genes are regulated in
epithelial cells derived from human subjects. Due to the variation in transcriptional
profiling in epithelial cells from various cell lines, examining gene regulation of oral
epithelial cells from human subjects could have a greater impact on our understanding of
this disease. The genes that would then be shown as regulated in cells derived from
human subjects could highlight a particular signaling pathway. This could lead to
examination of the effect of a specific canonical pathway by means of knock down or
inhibition of a key receptor. For example, NF-κB signaling can be MyD88 dependent or
MyD88 independent. Using a knock-down of this adaptor protein in HN4 cells and
comparing the microarray results after P. gingivalis challenge would illuminate not only
the importance of TLRs in epithelial cell signaling of the host response but provide a
group of genes that could be potential drug targets.
As previously mentioned, variation in time points, DNA concentration, use of a
DNA transfection reagent such as DOTAP, methylated CpG, and inhibition of LPS could
all reveal differences in TLR9 expression/localization and regulation. Once the ideal
conditions for TLR9/ligand interaction in HN4 are established, using the HN4 knock
down constructs would highlight the role of TLR9 in mediating the host response in HN4
cells infected with P. gingivalis DNA. If shown to be an important signaling receptor in
epithelial cells, DNA from other bacterial species as well as P. gingivalis cells could also
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be compared much like LPS has revealed differences in its signaling from one
periodontopathogen to another.
Finally, the HN4 cells and the supernatants that were frozen from the infection of
HN4 cells with P. gingivalis DNA in acidic conditions could reveal that TLR9 expression
may not have changed, but activation could be amplified through enhanced ligand
binding in an acidic environment.
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